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Blinded
Bandits

This is a really simple song
I love the German Movie Bandits and this is off the soundtrack
all the music was written and performed by the actresses themselves......

Standard tuning

INTRO: A Amaj7(4x)

Verse 1:
A          
Stupid scatterbrained
Amaj7
too much pressure in my vein
A                
Shithead, silly pain
Amaj7                
maybe I just went insane
A            
You could be me
Amaj7
if you have the eyes to see
A
Way high in the sky
Amaj7
the old man sits an wonders why

Chorus:
C
Blinded
           Am
hope that you can see
G
All the things that I can be
    C
I m blinded
       Am
do you hear my call
G                              
tell me will you catch my fall

Verse 2:
A 
Slowpaced arrid space
Amaj7
Guess my life has been a waste
A
Wet cat in the rain



Amaj7
noone knows about my pain
A
Bullshit - waste of time
Amaj7
Listen to your stupid lie
A
Everytime we say good-bye
Amaj7
I just hang my head and cry

Chorus:
C
Blinded
          Am
hope that you can see
G
All the things that I can be
C
I m blinded
       Am
do you hear my call
G                                    C
tell me will you catch..... my...... fall

Interlude:
C    Am     G
C    Am     G

G
Will you catch my fall
A             Maj7
(ahhh ahhhhhh ahhhhh)
A                      Amaj7
......Will you catch my
A           Amaj7
will you catch my fall
A         Amaj7
will you catch my

Repeat chorus(2x)

Outro:
C
Stupid scatter brained
Am
to much preasure in my vein
C
Shit head silly pain
Am
maybe I just went insane
C
Bullshit- waste of time



Am
listen to your stupid lie
G
everytime we say goodbye
Am
i just hang my head
C
and cry

EL FIN 
chords:
  A   Amaj7   C    Am     G
--0-|--0---|--0--|--0--|--2--|----------------------
--2-|--1---|--1--|--1--|--2--|----------------------
--2-|--2---|--0--|--2--|--0--|----------------------
--2-|--3---|--2--|--2--|--0--|----------------------
--0-|--0---|--3--|--0--|--2--|----------------------
--0-|--0---|--0--|--0--|--3--|----------------------
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